SUMMARY W-CDMA (Wideband-CDMA) is expected to play a significant role in the radio access technology of third-generation mobile telecommunication systems. In second-generation systems, voice traffic from each user has been transmitted mainly via the dedicated transport (radio) channel. In addition, the third-generation systems will efficiently accommodate data traffic based on packet transmission in the shared common transport channel. Therefore, data traffic can be transmitted via one of two types of data channels: i.e., dedicated channels or common channels. However, the channel selecting/switching scheme has not been standardized; thus, system architectures and algorithms of channel-switching schemes in the RNC (Radio Network Controller) are dependent on its vendors, and network operators must determine the parameter settings related to channel selection. In this paper, we will deal with aspects of the architecture in detail, and propose possible algorithms for channel selecting/switching for fundamental reference systems which meet the specifications of the RNC. We will then evaluate our algorithms by means of simulations, and discuss the impact of parameter settings on performance, in terms of packet loss probability and utilization of dedicated channels.
Introduction
Wireless communications have spread widely with the rapid growth of the Internet. In second-generation mobile telecommunication systems, major services have been limited to basic services such as voice, facsimile, and low-ratedata transmission. In third-generation (3G) mobile telecommunication systems, a variety of services such as high-speed Internet access, multimedia data transmission, and global roaming are expected. For that reason, the ITU (International Telecommunication Union) has begun studies on a global standard for mobile telecommunication systems. This standard is referred to as IMT-2000 (International Mobile Telecommunications-2000) [1] - [3] .
In IMT-2000, it is almost certain that future radio trans- mission technology will be expected to efficiently transmit not only legacy voice traffic but also data traffic based on packet transmission. Many proposals for radio transmission technology candidates have been submitted to the ITU. Even though they differ in technical details, most of these proposals are based on CDMA (Code Division Multiple Access). Therefore, there has been a need to prevent the problems caused by multiple standards. These proposals have been integrated and developed according to several global standards. In particular, W-CDMA (Wideband-CDMA) [4] , [5] has been receiving much attention for radio transmission technology, and many studies have been conducted in this area during the past decade. Detailed specifications of W-CDMA are set by the 3GPP (3rd Generation Partnership Project) [6] , which is a joint standardization project of the standardization bodies from Europe, USA, and East Asia. As part of the standardization process, 3GPP has proposed a specific method of packet transmission (radio) channel structure. In this method, there are two channels provided primarily for packet transmission: dedicated channels and common channels. When radio resources in W-CDMA are characterized in terms of power and code, power resources are efficiently exploited by using dedicated channels since transmission power control can be applied to them; whereas code resources are effectively utilized by using common channels since they are shared by many users. Therefore, radio resources must be efficiently utilized in some adaptive way that selects the appropriate transmission channel according to traffic characteristics. In consideration of both of the channel characteristics, for example, in cases where a large amount of traffic is transmitted by some flow, a channel will be dedicated to this flow so that a large number of packets can be efficiently transmitted; on the other hand, flows with only a small amount of traffic will share a common channel [7] . Channel selection is controlled by the RNC (Radio Network Controller), but the specific scheme in the RNC has not been standardized. Thus, the system designs and algorithms for channelswitching schemes in the RNC are dependent on its vendors, and network operators themselves must determine the parameter settings related to channel selection.
In view of the fact that the technical development phase of 3G W-CDMA services, handling the data traffic with irregular pattern in unified way may lead to difficulties in maintaining high utilization of the system. In particular, some delay-tolerant applications such as file transfers are greedy and bursty traffics, and thus should use dedicated channels, as in circuit-switch-like transmission; whereas others such as e-mail and web-browsing are basically intermittent traffics with short-term bursty, and thus can utilize the common channel, as in packet-switch-like transmission. From this viewpoint, the adaptive packet transmission method is a significant pivotal point for operating 3G networks at high utilization; thus, the investigation of channelswitching system architecture, parameter-setting principles, and properties will be indispensable in providing flexible data communication capabilities. Some works related to channel-switching systems can be founded, e.g., [8] , [9] , but the schemes including the architecture are not investigated.
Therefore, our major interest in this paper is to clarify the issues related to channel-switching schemes and to study their attributes. We will propose specific algorithms for channel switching in accordance with current W-CDMA specifications, and use simulations to evaluate their performance in terms of packet loss probability and utilization of dedicated channels. In addition, we will compare the performance of these algorithms.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an example of the basic architecture of 3G stub networks based on W-CDMA specifications and the function of the RNC. The proposed channel-switching schemes are then defined. Section 3 explains the simulation model used to evaluate our proposed algorithms. Section 4 evaluates and discusses the simulation results. Finally, Section 5 summarizes our findings and presents some conclusions. Fig. 1 shows an example of the protocol stacks in W-CDMA packet data services [6] . Several nodes exist between the Internet servers and UE (User Equipment), or mobile terminals. We will briefly explain these roles. In the CN (Core Network), two distinct elements exist: GGSN (Gateway General packet radio service Support Node) and SGSN (Serving General packet radio service Support Node). GGSN is the switch at the point where nodes are connected to the external networks. All incoming and outgoing packets must go through GGSN. SGSN is the database that serves the UE in its current location, and provides the functions of packet switching and routing. In UTRAN (Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network), which handles radio-related functions, two distinct elements also exist: RNC and Node B. RNC is responsible for radio resources management in wireless links. Node B corresponds to a base station (BS) which handles radio communications over W-CDMA air interfaces. In these protocol stacks, RNC includes the physical layer and the link layer. RNC segments the packets received from external networks into several data blocks of fixed length, recovers transmission errors that occurred in the wireless links, and assigns the proper transmission channels to related flows. These functions are provided in the RLC/MAC (Radio Link Control/Media Access Control) layers, described in the next Fig. 2 illustrates the architecture of the RLC/MAC layers as well as a data transmission method. In the RLC layer, packets transmitted from external networks are segmented into RLC PDUs, i.e., link layer frames, which are then forwarded to the RLC dedicated transmission buffer for each flow. Thus, the transmission unit in RLC/MAC layers is the frame. Control information, such as sequence number, is added in the header of each frame. In order to achieve good performance even in links with a high bit-error rate, an ARQ (Automatic Repeat reQuest) mechanism is provided for protecting frames against transmission errors through a limited number of retransmission attempts. In W-CDMA packet data services, the ARQ protocol is based on the selective repeat scheme.
Architecture of RNC

Architecture of the RLC/MAC Layers
In the MAC layer, two sublayers are defined: the MACd sublayer and the MAC-c/sh sublayer. The main functions of the MAC-d sublayer are channel selecting/switching and control of the dedicated channels, and the main function of the MAC-c/sh sublayer is control of the common channels. One MAC-d sublayer in the RNC is allocated for each UE, while only one MAC-c/sh sublayer in the RNC is shared by all UEs in a cell.
In the RLC/MAC layers, two types of data channels are defined: a logical channel and a transport channel. The logical channel resides between the RLC and MAC layers, and the transport channel resides between the MAC and physical layers. Furthermore, two types of data channels are specified in the transport channel: a dedicated channel and a common channel. The main difference between them is that a common channel is a resource divided by all users or a group of users in a cell, whereas a dedicated channel is reserved for only one user. After frames are transmitted from the RLC layer, they first arrive at each MAC-d sublayer via a logical channel, and then they are transmitted to each corresponding UE via one of the two types of transport channels. In the case where the dedicated channel is used, frames are successively forwarded to each corresponding UE. But, when the common channel is used, RNC schedules their transmission in order to multiplex them into one shared common channel, and then forwards them in turn to each corresponding UE.
Thus, when frames are transmitted via the common channel, congestion at the MAC layer would happen more frequently because frames are multiplexed into one shared channel. When RNC recognizes the congestion by means of feedback information sent from the MAC layer, it controls the transmission rate of the RLC layer in order to avoid the congestion. The detailed functions of RLC/MAC layers are described in [10], [11] .
Observe that the congestion at the MAC layer can be moderated in such a way that the transmission rate and/or the number of common channels are increased. However, according to the typical parameter sets in the specification [12] , it is hard to increase the transmission rate of common channel. In addition, the increase of the number of common channels makes the control of them complicated, especially when a large number of traffic is transmitted by some flow, which cannot be handled only by one common channel. The reason is that the traffic may be simultaneously transmitted via multiple common channels. Thus, the dedicated channel plays important role to transmit a large number of traffic in order to protect the common channel against them.
Proposed Channel-Switching Schemes
In the proposed 3GPP channel selecting/switching method, a transmission channel is selected by the RNC, adaptively based on the queue length of the RLC dedicated transmission buffer; two thresholds-an upper threshold (T HU) and a lower threshold (T HL)-are employed for this purpose. The details for selecting the transmission channel are described as follows:
• If the queue length of the RLC dedicated buffer exceeds the predetermined upper threshold T HU, the transmission channel is switched from the common channel to the dedicated one.
• If the queue length of the RLC dedicated buffer falls below the predetermined lower threshold T HL, the transmission channel is switched from the dedicated channel to the common one.
Hence, if the queue length of the RLC dedicated buffer falls between thresholds T HL and T HU, the channel switching does not occur and current allocated channel continues to be used. According to the above guidelines, we propose three specific channel selecting/switching schemes. Note that, in our proposed schemes, there may be a variety of interpretations associated with aspects of the design, and other feasible schemes may be acceptable. However, because the purpose of this paper is to give possible solutions for improving performance, we will only demonstrate that our channelswitching algorithms support a fundamental reference architecture.
Before introducing our proposed algorithms, we need to state some assumptions. The following proposed schemes first assign the common channel for frame transmission to gain the benefit of statistical multiplexing. In this case, frame multiplexing is performed between each MAC-d and the MAC-c/sh entity. Thus, each MAC-d entity has the MAC-d dedicated transmission buffer for frame multiplexing. However, schemes differ from each other in regard to how they begin transmitting stored frames on the dedicated channel after selecting it instead of the common channel. The details of proposed channel-switching schemes are described as follows:
• Scheme 1: Frames currently stored in the RLC dedicated buffer are kept waiting until all frames stored in the MAC-d dedicated buffer are transmitted on the common channel. This assumes that the MAC-d dedicated buffer for each flow can multiplex frames on the common channel so that those frames cannot be transmitted on the dedicated channel.
• Scheme 2: Frames currently stored in the RLC dedicated buffer are immediately transmitted, whether or not there are any frames stored in the MAC-d dedicated buffer. This scheme is also based on the above assumption that the MAC-d dedicated buffer for each flow can multiplex flames on the common channel. In this scheme, there is a possibility that related flow might use both the common channel and the dedicated channel at the same time, until all frames in the MAC-d dedicated buffer are flushed out. • Scheme 3: Frames currently stored in the MAC-d dedicated buffer are immediately transmitted on the dedicated channel assigned, and then the frames stored in the RLC dedicated buffer are successively forwarded to the MAC-d dedicated buffer. This scheme is free from the above assumption in that all frames go through the MAC-d dedicated buffer. Hence, the channel selection entity follows the MAC-d dedicated buffer.
It may be obvious that Schemes 2 and 3 overcome Scheme 1 in terms of delay and throughput performance. However, in accordance with the specifications, Scheme 1 is the most basic and straightforward channel-switching algorithm among the proposed schemes. Thus, we firstly evaluate Scheme 1 as the reference model. Both Scheme 1 and Scheme 2 need the same system architecture, but they differ in the criterion for channel usage. In Scheme 2 especially, implementation in an actual system may be difficult, since the simultaneous usage of both channels cannot be permitted in 3GPP standards. Nevertheless, since the simulation results show that the performance of Scheme 2 is greatly improved, according to some performance measures, compared with that of Scheme 1, we are slightly relaxing the limits of the specifications, and we consider the algorithm to be a good candidate as a reference system. Scheme 3 needs the other system architecture. In this scheme, the MAC-d dedicated buffer plays two roles; as explained above, one role is frame multiplexing, and the other is to make frames wait until they are selected for transmission via the appropriate transmission channels, since the channel selection entity follows it. This raises the question that the MAC-d dedicated buffer is not needed, since the RLC dedicated buffer can fulfill this function. However, in order to distribute these functions and faithfully model the MAC-d sublayers to existing standards, the MAC-d dedicated buffer must be included in the simulation.
Simulation Model
In this section, we describe our simulation model for evaluating the channel selecting/switching schemes presented in Section 2.2. For simplicity, we focus on one common channel in this paper since we will evaluate basic performance and parameter settings to get high utilization of the system. Network Simulator Version 2 (ns-2) developed by VINT Project [13] is used here with some modifications. Fig. 3 depicts the simulation model of the RLC layers and UE; Fig. 3(a) illustrates the model for Schemes 1 and 2, and Note that, by adopting this scheme, buffer overflow in the MAC-d layers never occurs. The benefit of this flow control is that this leads to decreasing of frame loss probability, which opens up the possibility of effective resource usage. If the queue length of RLC dedicated buffer falls below lower threshold T HU, the flow can use the common channel and thus the frame loss never occurs; whereas when the queue length of RLC dedicated buffer exceeds upper threshold T HU, the flow can use the dedicated channel if possible. Thus, the frame loss only happens when the flow cannot use the dedicated channel. In this paper, several dedicated channels are employed, each of which is of 64 Kb/s. When all available dedicated channels are occupied, a dedicated channel cannot be assigned to a flow even if the queue length in the RLC dedicated buffer for the flow exceeds upper threshold T HU, and thus the common channel continues to be used. This causes the problem of fairness among flows in terms of the opportunity of the usage of dedicated channels. In this case, the most significant impact on the performance degradation in this paper is the frame loss of the flows. Thus, we evaluate the number of dedicated channels in order to provide all of flows with adequate longterm performance on frame loss against unfairness arising in channel switching.
RLC/UE Model
Traffic Model
We assume that each traffic source S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S N transmits frames to D 1 , D 2 , . . . , D N , respectively, where N is the number of traffic sources. Each source generates traffic according to the on/off process. The duration for which frames are successively transmitted is denoted by T ON [frame] . T ON follows an exponential distribution and the mean length is 10 frames of 42 bytes in size. We assume that retransmitted frames due to transmission errors are included in T ON . The duration for which frames are not transmitted is denoted by T OF F [frame], and it varies according to the amount of traffic, denoted by λ; i.e., λ = N × T ON /(T ON + T OF F ). Note that the total amount of Frame loss probability # of DCH λ = 1.0 U=90% L=50% U=90% L=10% U=70% L=50% U=70% L=10% U=50% L=50% U=50% L=10% U=50% L=10% U=50% L=50% U=70% L=10% U=70% L=50% U=90% L=10% U=90% L=50% The simulation is run for about 1,000,000 frames in total generated by N traffic sources, and the results shown in this paper are obtained as the average of five simulations. The traffic model is limited, so that there may be difficulties in deriving general conclusions. However, this traffic model is reasonable since the traffic of delay-tolerant applications is bursty with intermittent time interval. In addition, we did not consider the wireless aspect of the system in terms of channel error. The settings of T HU and T HL are not considered in isolation of physical layer parameters. In fact, all recommended parameter settings are not specified in the physical layer, and so various types of feasible implementations can be acceptable in actual systems. Thus, we only take into account the impact of traffic dynamics on the performance of proposed schemes, by relaxing the effect of specific physical layer parameters. Our focus here is on the system architecture, as well as the algorithms for channel selection. In other words, our major purpose is to discuss fundamental performance of channel-switching schemes.
Simulation Results and Discussions
In this section, we will evaluate the performance of the three proposed schemes for channel selecting/switching by using the simulation models presented in Section. 3. For each scheme, we first investigated the impact of the two thresholds-T HU and T HL of the RLC dedicated bufferon frame loss probability as a function of the maximum number of dedicated channels which can be utilized by all traffic sources. Note that, because we did not consider chan- Frame loss probability # of DCH λ = 1.0 U=90% L=10% U=90% L=50% U=70% L=10% U=70% L=50% U=50% L=10% U=50% L=50% nel error, frame loss is due to buffer overflow. We then investigated the utilization of the dedicated channel, which is defined by the ratio of the number of frames transmitted via dedicated channels to the number of all of the frames received at each UE. The goal of our proposed schemes is to effectively transmit frames via the common channel, and to decrease utilization of the dedicated channel. This means that a small number of traffic does not frequently use a dedicated channel. Thus, the benefit of this decrease is that a dedicated channel can be readily assigned to some flow with a large amount of traffic, which can mutually lead to protecting the common channel against the large amount of traffic. Furthermore, by showing the impact of the number of sources and the amount of traffic on performance, we can discuss the recommended number of dedicated channels, which are required in the assumed system.
Evaluation of Scheme 1
In this subsection, we focus on the performance of Scheme 1, the first channel-switching scheme. We set the total amount of traffic λ arriving at Node B to 1.0-that is, 64 Kb/s-and the number of traffic sources N to 10. In the following figures, dedicated channels are denoted as DCH. Fig. 4 shows the frame loss probability of the RLC dedicated buffer. From this figure, we find that the frame loss probability increases with the increase of T HU. In this scheme, even if the queue length of the RLC dedicated buffer for a flow exceeds T HU and a dedicated channel is then assigned to the flow, the frame in the RLC dedicated buffer will never be transmitted until all of the frames stored in the corresponding MAC-d dedicated buffer are transmitted via the common channel: this is the HOL (Head-of-Line) blocking effect. Therefore, if T HU is set to a large value, most newly arriving frames at the RLC dedicated buffer will Retransmission probability # of acceptable out-of-order frames # of DCH = 5, λ = 1.0 U=90% L=50% U=70% L=50% U=50% L=50% U=90% L=10% U=70% L=10% U=50% L=10%
Fig. 10
Probability that frames are retransmitted due to out-of-order arrivals be lost. If we increase T HL while keeping T HU at a fixed value, frames in the RLC dedicated buffer will be transmitted more frequently via the common channel, and HOL blocking will often occur. Thus, the frame loss probability increases as T HL increases. Although an increase of dedicated channels can essentially contribute to improvement in frame loss probability, it is limited due to HOL blocking, as shown in Fig. 4 . Fig. 5 shows the utilization of the dedicated channel as a function of the total amount of traffic λ at Node B, when the number of dedicated channels is equal to five. When both T HU and T HL are set to smaller values, utilization becomes larger. The difference in utilization for different T HUs (and T HLs) is insensitive to λ.
Throughout these results, we can say that when both T HU and T HL are set to larger values in Scheme 1, frames can be transmitted more frequently on the common channel, although the frame loss probability increase due to HOL blocking.
Evaluation of Scheme 2
In this subsection, we focus on the performance of Scheme 2. We set the total amount of traffic, λ, to 1.0 and the number of sources, N , to 10. Frame loss probability # of DCH λ = 1.0 U=90% L=10% U=90% L=50% U=70% L=10% U=70% L=50% U=50% L=10% U=50% L=50% U=50% L=10% U=50% L=50% U=70% L=10% U=70% L=50% U=90% L=10% U=90% L=50%
Fig. 12
Dedicated channel utilization (Scheme 3) Fig. 6 shows the frame loss probability in this scheme. Unlike Scheme 1, shown in Fig. 4 , frame loss probability is not as sensitive to the values of the thresholds, and monotonously decreases with the number of dedicated channels. The reason is that Scheme 2 eliminates HOL blocking for flows allocated to the dedicated channel; this is because both the common channel and the dedicated channel can be used at the same time, until there are no more frames remaining in the MAC-d dedicated buffer. For the example shown in Fig. 6 , in order to achieve a loss probability less than 10 −5 , we should provide at least five dedicated channels. This number is enough to alleviate the congestion of the common channel due to flame multiplexing, and that of dedicated channels due to the limitation of the number of allowable channels in our simulation model. Fig. 7 shows the utilization of the dedicated channel when five dedicated channels are available. The characteristics shown there are very similar to that of Scheme 1, shown in Fig. 5 ; this indicates that Schemes 1 and 2 do not differ much in terms of utilization.
Impact of Out-of-Order Transmission
As mentioned in Section. 2.1, a link-layer ARQ protocol is adopted in the RNC for transmission error recovery. In this protocol, a receiver will ask the sender to retransmit erroneous frames, if necessary. In Scheme 2, frames currently stored in the RLC dedicated buffer are immediately transmitted via the dedicated channel without waiting until all of the frames stored in the MAC-d dedicated buffer are flushed out. Therefore, at the receiver, frames transmitted via the common channel may be overtaken by ones transmitted via the dedicated channel; this is referred to as out-of-order delivery, and it occurs because the common channel is shared by several flows, e.g., in a round-robin basis. This causes Frame loss probability # of DCH Case 2 (N = 10, λ = 2.0) U=90% L=10% U=90% L=50% U=70% L=10% U=70% L=50% U=50% L=10% U=50% L=50%
(b) Frame loss probability (N = 10, λ = 2.0) further unnecessary retransmission requests, resulting in a wasteful use of radio resources. Therefore, we will discuss the impact of out-of-order delivery on the retransmission property when five dedicated channels are employed.
We define an out-of-order transmission as the case when frames transmitted over the common channel are overtaken by frames transmitted over the dedicated channel, and we also call these overtaken frames out-of-order frames. Furthermore, we define the number of successively overtaken frames as the number of frames transmitted over the dedicated channel until a frame in the MAC-d dedicated buffer is transmitted. Probability of Out-of-Order Transmission. We investigated the probability of out-of-order transmission, as shown in Fig. 8 , where the number of sources, N , and the number of dedicated channels are equal to 10 and 5, respectively. We define this probability as the ratio of the number of outof-order frames to the total number of frames received at the UE. We can see from this Fig. 8 that the probability increases as T HL increases because the transmission channel changes more frequently from the dedicated to the common channel, and vice versa. Fig. 9 shows the probability of the number of successively overtaken frames during an out-oforder transmission. When both T HU and T HL get smaller, the probability that the number of overtaken frames is two or more becomes smaller. This could result in less retransmission of overtaken frames. Retransmission Probability for Out-of-Order Transmission. We investigated the retransmission probability caused Frame loss probability # of DCH Case 2 (N = 10, λ = 2.0) U=90% L=10% U=90% L=50% U=70% L=10% U=70% L=50% U=50% L=10% U=50% L=50%
(b) Frame loss probability (N = 10, λ = 2.0) by out-of-order transmission. We define the probability, when the acceptable number of out-of-order frames is i,
where p is the out-of-order probability in Fig. 8 , and p ov (k) is the probability given in Fig. 9 when the number of successively overtaken frames is k > i. Fig. 10 shows the retransmission probability. From this figure, if the receivers allow five successively overtaken frames, the retransmission probability caused by out-of-order transmission is less than 10 −6 . Thus, we can say in this scheme that setting both T HU and T HL to relatively small values is effective in achieving high usage of radio resources.
Evaluation of Scheme 3
In this subsection, we investigate Scheme 3. We set the total amount of traffic, λ, to 1.0 and the number of sources, N , to 10. Fig. 11 shows the frame loss probability. From this figure, it can be seen that Scheme 3 is almost the same as that of Scheme 2, shown in Fig. 6 , since Scheme 3 removes the HOL blocking effect for flows assigned to the dedicated channel. Furthermore, unlike Scheme 2, the outof-order transmission never occurs at the receivers, since frames stored in the RLC dedicated buffer are transmitted just after all of the frames stored in the corresponding MACd dedicated buffer are transmitted via the dedicated channel. Fig. 12 shows the dedicated channel utilization for five dedicated channels. The attributes of Figs. 5, 7, and 12 show close similarity among the three proposed schemes; therefore, the differences in the algorithms for channel selection do not significantly affect utilization.
Impact of the Number of Sources and the Amount of Total Traffic
In this subsection, we investigated the impact of the number of sources, N , and the amount of the total traffic, λ, in Schemes 2 and 3 in two cases of N = 20, λ = 1.0 and N = 10, λ = 2.0, which are denoted as Case 1 and Case 2, respectively. Fig. 13 shows the frame loss probability of Scheme 2 in Case 1 ( Fig. 13(a) ) and Case 2 ( Fig. 13(b) ). We can see from Fig. 13(a) that even if N increases from 10 to 20, five dedicated channels can achieve a loss probability of 10 −5 as in the case when λ = 1.0 and N = 10 (See Fig. 6 ). In addition, in Case 2, the number of dedicated channels to achieve a loss probability of 10 −5 is only six. Fig. 14 depicts similar results for Scheme 3, as shown in Case 1 (Fig. 14(a) ) and Case 2 ( Fig. 14(b) ). As shown by these figures, Scheme 3 produces little performance improvement when compared with Scheme 2. The reason is that, in Scheme 3, when the transmission channel of some flow changes from the common channel to the dedicated channel, the transmission of frames stored in the corresponding MAC-d dedicated buffer can be ready immediately prior to those in the related RLC dedicated buffer. In short, the performance differences of each schemes are caused by the criterion for the handling of residual frames stored in the MAC-d dedicated buffer when the transmission channel for some flow changes.
In order to further show the effectiveness of Scheme 3, Tables 1 (Scheme 2) and 2 (Scheme 3) indicate the average number of switching times from the common to the dedicated channel per second, when the number of dedicated channels is five (λ = 1.0) or six (λ = 2.0). These results are due to the channel-switching overhead required. We found that the average number of switching times in Scheme 3 is smaller than that in Scheme 2 for all the combination of T HUs and T HLs in Tables 1 and 2 .
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed three channel-switching schemes according to the specifications of the RNC in thirdgeneration mobile telecommunication systems. These schemes adaptively select the appropriate transmission channel from the common channel to the dedicated one, in accordance with the queue length of the RLC dedicated buffers. In order to investigate the impact of thresholds on the RLC buffer, we evaluated performance by carrying out simulations. Through the simulation results, we came to the following conclusions.
We first proposed Scheme 1, in which the transmission channel is switched after all frames stored in the corresponding MAC-d dedicated buffer are transmitted via the common channel. Therefore, the frame loss probability of the RLC dedicated buffer cannot be improved by increasing the number of dedicated channels, due to the HOL blocking effect in the MAC-d dedicated buffer.
In Scheme 2, the transmission channel is immediately switched, regardless of whether there are any frames stored in the corresponding MAC-d dedicated buffer or not. Thus, the frame loss probability decreases with the number of dedicated channels, and Scheme 2 is consequently more effective than Scheme 1. However, Scheme 2 suffers from the out-of-order transmission; i.e., frames transmitted via the common channel may be overtaken by frames via the dedicated channel, resulting in unnecessary retransmissions. Therefore, a wasteful use of radio resources may occur.
To overcome the drawbacks in Schemes 1 and 2, we also proposed Scheme 3. In Scheme 3, if the transmission of some flows is assigned to the dedicated channels, the corresponding frames in the MAC-d dedicated buffer are immediately transmitted via the dedicated channels prior to those in the RLC dedicated buffer. This provides good performance in terms of frame loss probability, as in Scheme 1, without causing the out-of-order delivery appearing in Scheme 2.
We must stress here that the goal of this paper was to consider the proper solutions in terms of an overall system architecture based on 3GPP standards. We thus evaluated the basic performance of the RNC by focusing only on the case of a specific traffic model, by relaxing aspects of specific parameters in physical layers. In the mature phase of W-CDMA services, mobile multimedia communications will be accelerated. The performance evaluation in this paper is basically useful for the development of mobile multimedia communications, as well as delay-tolerant communications. In future work, we hope to investigate the impact of various types of traffic at the RNCs on performance.
